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Goal setting and achievement.  The difference between success and fail-

ure, I believe, is goal setting and its pursuit to the end.  Our school was 

created to give the kids something that was achievable but not easy. It’s 

not so they can throw a round-house kick but rather earn their belt 

through hard work and reading.  Honestly, if they are not reading, I don’t 

want to be teaching because they lose the value of goal setting and 

achievement.  My time and energy, which is given for free, is intended to 

create thinkers not punchers.  There are plenty of schools, for pay, that a 

person can go learn how to punch.  Our target is a smart, faithful and dis-

ciplined adult that also can defend themselves if necessary. Therefore, 

reading is not a choice but a student responsibility. Exceptions, concern-

ing which books, can be made but they are on a case by case basis.  

Discipline.  When you want something you often have to do things you 

don’t want to do.  Martial arts were originally about fighting and warfare.  

That fighting was up close and personal; it was face to face. The primary 

thing that made great leaders and armies were martial discipline. First, 

you were disciplined and then you disciplined others.  Why? Because it 

worked, disciplined armies always won the day.  Please refer to the Sun 

Tzu’s “Art of War” or Clausewitz “On War.” Tactics only mattered be-

tween two disciplined armies.  Of course, in a Christian martial art system 

for kids we are not trying to make soldiers but even so the bible tells us 

we are engaged in a spiritual war and the armies laying wait for our kids 

are more disciplined than Napoleon ever imagined.  If you are not a per-

son of faith just consider the moral attacks your kids are constantly under. 

They are exposed to things are parents would be appalled by with a click 

of their fingers. My point, to think this is a small issue is to be either igno-

rant or dismissive of the influence/armies our kids are up against.  We 

also want to keep the family/fellowship atmosphere, so a fine balance 

must be made.  The kids must show discipline regarding what is required 

of them this involves: reading, uniforms, time requirements, respect; 

Kicking and punching alone is not discipline.  Curriculum knowledge 

alone is not discipline.  I used to tell my Marine Corps MMA guys, “sure 

you are tough and could beat me on a one on one fight but at the end of 

the day you do what guys like me tell you to do. So where is your thinking 

and studying to match your muscles?”  Discipline creates leaders. We 

want our kid’s confidence both with God and living in this world strong.  

And we want to meet the kids where they are. 
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Critical Thinking.  Books sharpen the mind.  It is hard to compete with 

social media and games in our day but we must try in some small way.  If 

you examine who was a world changer in the past the common theme is 

that they were learned.  For example, Marcus Aurelius, the emperor of 

Rome, was both a conqueror and Stoic philosopher.  Alexander the Great’s 

teacher was Aristotle and he brought an army of philosophers and scien-

tist with him to study the lands he conquered. Thomas Aquinas, who 

placed the cornerstone for Western Civilization, did not just know his 

bible but all western thinking, understood, at his time.  Lastly, the proph-

et Daniel made his impact because he knew the Bible but also acquired all 

the learning of the Chaldeans (Babylon) before he advised the king.  Now 

I am not trying to make Alexander or Aquinas but I am trying to make 

each person better than they were.  Reading exposes us to emotions, di-

lemmas, and problems that we would not usually be exposed to.  Even 

people that do, regularly read, often read books that they have a predispo-

sition to.  This does not expose them to a full range of the human prob-

lem.  My system is simple.  I would almost like to make it harder to push 

the kids but I have not.  All that is required is 200 pages of an approved 

book, two chapters of the Old Testament and one from the New.  I may 

not make critical thinkers but it is my target.   

Leadership.  Leadership is not control or power, leadership is the ability to 

move a group of people in a direction that is best for the organization or 

for the people themselves.  Consider the leader that has made the biggest 

effect world-wide, Jesus! Notice, his leadership was selfless, i.e. it was al-

ways for the benefit of others not his own and it was exemplary, i.e. he 

lived the principles he taught.  If you are not religious, you can make a 

similar analogy with Socrates or Buddha.  In fact, the reason this Martial 

Art is free is my attempt to be a good leadership.  Leadership is never fo-

cused on status or pride but mission accomplishment by whatever effec-

tive means. Leadership is believing in a principle, shaping your life by that 

principle and then encouraging others in the effectiveness of that princi-

ple.  Leaders make happy teams but not by the exclusion of principles 

(that only makes happy individuals) but by living them. Leadership is also 

putting the right people in the right place and trusting them to do the 

right thing.  Of course, unexpected things occur and adjustments are 

made but that too is part of leadership.  Our kids get exposed to leader-

ship by teaching, having them warm up class (once they know how) or 

having advanced students teach lower students some elements of curricu-

lum.  This helps foster leadership, mission and team or at least that is the 

intention.   
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• A Bed for Frances, Hoban 

• A Chair for My Mother, William 

• A Child’s Garden of Verses, Stevenson 

• *Amelia Bedelia, Parish 

• Aesop’s Fables for Children, Aesop 

• Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, 

• Very Bad Day, Viorst 

• Alice in Wonderland, Carroll 

• Baby Island, Brink 

• Black Ships Before Troy, Sutcliff 

• Blueberries for Sal, McCloskey 

• *By the Shores of Silver Lake Wilder 

• *Blaze and the Lost Quarry, Anderson 

• *Bobbsey Twins, The, Hope 

• *Cat in the Hat, Suess 

• Charlottes Web, White 

• Caps for Sale, Slobodkin 

• *Curious George, Rey 

• Cat Who Wore A Pot On His Head, Slopian 

• Corduroy, Freeman 

• Charlie and the Great Chocolate Factory, Dahl 

• *Chronicles of Narnia, Lewis 

• Egg, The, M. P. Robertson 

• Dr. DeSoto, Stieg 

• Emperor’s New Clothes, Anderson 

• *Frog and Toad Are 
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Grades 6—8, one of these 

books will be read before 

each testing along with 

required Bible reading. 

 

 

 

 

 

• Aeneid for Boys and Girls...Alfred J. Church 

• Canterbury Tales  Retold...G. McCaughrean 

• Chronicles of Narnia….C.S. Lewis 

• Daniel Boone and other Biographies...James 

Daugherty 

• Heroes of Asgard...A & E. Keary 

• Huguenot Garden...Douglas Jones 

• Illiad for Boys and Girls...Alfred J. Church 

• Little House in the Big Woods...Laura Ingalls 

Wilder 

• Medal of Honor Heroes...Col. Red Reeder 

• Pilgrims Progress….John Bunyan (Children’s 

Version) 

• Tales from Shakespeare...Charles & Mary Lamb 

• Tales from The Arabian Nights...H.J. Dawood 

• Adventures of Huckleberry...Mark Twain 

• Adventures of Tom Sawyer...Mark Twain 

• Last of the Mohicans...James Fenimore Cooper 

• Little Women ...Louisa May Alcott 

• Robinson Crusoe...Daniel Defoe 

• Treasure Island...Robert Louis Stevenson 
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The Way of Karate-Do...Gichin Funikoshi 

Bulfinch’s Age of Chivalry...Thomas Bulfinch 

Bulfinch’s Age of Fable...Thomas Bulfinch 

Bulfinch’s Legends of Charlemagne...Bulfinch 

Hiding Place...Corrie Ten Boom 

Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien 

Island of Dr. Moreau...H.G. Wells 

Julius Caesar and other Bio’s...John Buchan 

Odyssey of Homer...Barbara Leonie Picard 

Profiles in Courage...J.F. Kennedy 

Red Badge of Courage...Stephen Crane 

Watership Down...Richard Adams 

Frankenstein...Mary Shelley 

Gulliver’s Travels...Jonathan Swift 

Oliver Twist….Charles Dickens 

Tale of Two Cities...Charles Dickens 

Hamlet...William Shakespear 

Sir Gawain and the Green ...J.R.R. Tolkien 

Animal Farm...George Orwell 

David Copperfield...Charles Dickens 

For Whom The Bells Tolls...Ernest Hemingway 

Grapes of Wrath...John Steinbeck 

Great Gatsby… F. Scott Fitzgerald 

Scarlet Letter...Nathaniel Hawthorne 

Up From Slavery...Booker T. Washington 

To Kill a Mockingbird….Harper Lee 
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Form: Chonji Hyung 

 

Self Defense: 

• Escape from front choke 

• Escape from back choke 

• Escape from head Lock 

• Escape from bear hug 

One Step Sparring 

• Inside step– Forearm Block– Punch to head 

• Outside step-Forearm Block-Punch to ribs 

• Inside step-Forearm-Uppercut 

• Right front kick to midsection 

• Left side kick to midsection 

• Outside-roundhouse to ribs 

Break: Side Kick 

Basics Techniques:  

Front Kick, Side Kick, Round House, 3xKick, High 

Block, Down Block, Inside Forearm 
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Form: Dan Gun Hyung 

 

Self Defense: 

• Escape from straight shoulder grab 

• Escape from Cross Shoulder grab. 

• Escape from straight shoulder take down. 

• Escape from straight shoulder trap. 

One Step Sparring: 

• Inside step-Forearm block-Right hook punch 

• Inside step-Forearm block-Grab head (left)-

Elbow strike (right) 

• Inside step (left)-Back kick midsection 

 

Break: Spinning Heel 

Basics: back Kick, double front kick, spinning heel, 

double knife block, square block, scoop block, out to 

in forearm block, begin sparring. 



•  
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Form: Do-San Hyung 

 

Self Defense: 

• Escape from two hand lapel grab 

 Cross over trap 

 Same side wrist take down 

 Strike: throat, groin 

 Arm over, leg sweep. 

• Escape from hair grab 

 Straight Grab (either turn over chicken wing trap or 

back stance pull down.) 

 Side - take down. 

 Trap– secure hand, Z shape on opponents arm, motor-

cycle twist 

 Back— back kick 

One Step Sparring 

• Outside step-forearm block-knee to body-grab-pull down el-

bow to back of neck. 

• Outside step-elbow to ribs-right hand grab back of collar-

shoulder-sweep back of leg (while twisting body). 

• Inside side step (keeping body center with attacker)-strike 

throat-grab both shoulders-sweep while twisting shoulders 

Break: Spinning Heel 
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Form: Won Hyo Hyung 

 

Self Defense: 

• Escape from straight back shoulder grab (one 

hand). 

• Escape from cross back shoulder grab (one 

hand). 

• Escape from full nelson (3x) 

 Pressure point 

 Finger trap 

 Roll over knee 

One Step Sparring: 

• Step inside-block (left hand)- palm strike (right 

hand) to nose-grab wrist (before block)-using 

wrist and elbow rotate arm into a locked posi-

tion. 

• Step inside-block-chop to collar bone-grab 

head pull to knee. 

• Step inside-block-spear to throat-kick groin—

kick knee. 

Board Break: Double front kick one board. 
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Form: Yul Gok Hyung 

 

Self Defense: 

• Simple Escape from straight/cross wrist 

• Escape from straight wrist take down  

• Escape from cross wrist trap (snake, trap, Z 

hold, roll down) 

• Escape from Sleeper (Both grab hip throw, step 

behind lift/take down) 

One Step Sparring: 

• Step inside– block-axe kick to collar bone. 

• Step outside-block-grab wrist-strike/break arm 

at elbow (hammer fist)- round  kick to calf of 

opponents lead calf. 

• Step outside-block-pull hand forward-turn 

body– grab wrist-take down. 

 

 

Break: Double Front Kick Two Boards. 
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Form: Joong Gun Hyung 

 

Self Defense: 

• Escape from the mount (3X) 

• Americana (2x) 

 

Break: Flying side kick  
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Form: Toi Gye Hyung 

 

Self Defense: 

• Take the back 

• Re-mount 

 

Break: Flying side kick 

(2x boards) 
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Form: Hwa Rang Hyung 

 

Self Defense: 

• Rear Naked Choke (apply both 

standing and from the back) 

 

Break: round, spin-

ning, double front, fly-

ing side. 
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Form: Chung Mu Hyung 

 

Self Defense: 

• Roll into arm bar from mount 

• Triangle Choke 

 

Break: round, spin-

ning, double front, fly-

ing side (2x boards). 

 

 




